“I want the Abilene Animal Shelter to be
the best shelter its size in Texas!”
Anthony Williams, Mayor

Working together over the last ten years the City of Abilene and Rescue the Animals, SPCA have
transformed our shelter from an old style “pound” into an excellent facility with increased holding
times for animals, increased adoptions, lower euthanasia rates, and construction of a new Adoption
Wing (paid for in part by Rescue the Animals, SPCA). Our Shelter has been chosen by Texas Tech
University as one of only 11 shelters nationwide for a pioneering Behavioral Intervention Program to Increase Adoptions.
Shelter 20/20 is a new joint venture of the City and Rescue the Animals, SPCA to make us the best in the state. We will be
reviewing everything we do at the Shelter. Texas Tech and the rescue groups and shelters in over 30 states that work with Rescue
the Animals, SPCA will all be helping us with new ideas.
Please help us by completing our online survey
evaluating the Abilene Animal Shelter.

Survey at: RescueTheAnimals.org

10 Years of Dramatic Progress at the Abilene Animal Shelter
In 2008, Rescue the Animals, SPCA started funding special sales with the City of Abilene and advertising
for the Abilene Animal Shelter. Here is what has happened because of our joint efforts.

RTA issues over $40,000
of mail-in rebates each
year to adopters and provides another $40,000 in
advertising for the
Animal Shelter
every year.

Shelter 20/20 Survey at RescueTheAnimals.org
Please complete our online survey about the Abilene Animal Shelter.

Why on Earth Would Anyone Buy a Puppy or Kitten from a Breeder?
Here are just a few of the litters of puppies and kittens that we have saved from
pounds all over Texas this summer. Your donation saves animals like
these and gives them and their adopters years of happiness!

Precious Puppies
Cupcake Puppies

11 to Austin

With Partners in over 30 states, we are making Dreams Come True Nationwide!

Cameo

I’m Rada
Join our MAr.S
Team Today!H

_____$1,000 Seizure Case Col. Potter
_____$500 Major Surgery Hawkeye
_____ $250 Heartworms Hot Lips!
_____ $100 Pups & Kittens Klinger

